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Abstract: !
The philosopher Anne Conway (1631-1679) owned a large library, and her reading and 
book ownership shaped her intellectual life in distinctive ways. Until now, however, almost 
nothing has been known about the details of  her reading or her book collection. Current 
scholarship assumes that her library, like that of  her husband, the third Viscount Conway (c.
1623–1683), was lost or dispersed after her death. This article presents previously 
unrecognised evidence of  Conway’s book ownership, and identifies, for the first time, the 
only books currently known to survive from her personal library.  It traces their path to their 
current location in the Old Library of  Jesus College, Cambridge, through the library of  the 
soldier, book collector, and Cambridge Fellow Francis Sterling (c. 1652-1692). The article 
demonstrates that the newly identified books reveal previously unknown patterns of  
intellectual exchange amongst Conway’s family,  and argues that they have significant 
implications for our understanding of  her early intellectual development. !
Keywords: Anne Conway (1631-1679), early modern philosophy, female philosophers, 
libraries, book ownership !
I. !
	 The philosopher Anne Conway (1631-1679) inhabited a painful, bookish world. The 
universities and institutions of  learning that welcomed her male contemporaries were closed 
to her and, for much of  her life, constant pain and her deteriorating health prevented her 
from travelling far from her homes in London and Warwickshire. For significant periods of  
time, Conway’s intellectual life was conducted through correspondence, and through 
reading. Her experience of  philosophy, and her one philosophical work—the posthumous 
Principia philosophiae antiquissimae et recentissimae of  1690, translated in 1692 as The Principles of  
the Most Ancient and Modern Philosophy—were thus shaped in a distinctive way by her access to 
books. Recent scholarship has emphasised that this was an experience she shared with other 
female philosophers, such as Margaret Cavendish (1623-1673); women whose social status 
facilitated book ownership on a large scale could mitigate other restrictions on their 
intellectual lives.  Consequently, most modern accounts of  Conway’s life emphasise the 1
paramount importance of  reading to the development of  her philosophy. The editors of  the 
most recent edition of  Conway’s Principles are typical in arguing that her “voracious reading” 
was a characteristic apparent from her first correspondence.  One of  her earliest surviving 2
letters, written to her father-in-law in October 1651, is an erudite performance that discusses 
Sir Henry Wooton’s Elements of  Architecture (1624), George Hakewill’s Apologie of  the Power and 
Providence of  God (1627) and John Donne’s The First Anniversarie: An Anatomy of  the World 
(1610).  Her letters to other correspondents, such as the philosopher Henry More 3
(1614-1687) and her brother, Sir John Finch (1626-1682), also show her discussing her 
reading, and sending and receiving books. The implications of  Conway’s reading were not 
merely philosophical. Writing to More in 1675, her deepening engagement with the 
Quakers, which appalled him, was signalled by the judgement that “The reading of  their 
books lately had in a great measure freed me from former prejudicate opinions[…].”  4
	 After her marriage in 1651, her voraciousness was fed by the library of  Ragley Hall, 
the seat of  her husband Edward Conway (c.1623-1683), later third Viscount Conway and 
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Killultagh, and first Earl of  Conway. The Ragley library has been described as “one of  the 
finest private libraries in the country.”  At its core was part of  the vast collection of  the 5
second Viscount Conway (1594-1655), Edward Conway’s father and an omnivorous 
bibliophile, whose library was probably the largest in early Stuart England.  The second 6
Viscount’s book collection, housed both in London and at Lisnegarvey in Ireland, contained 
around 13,000 volumes.  It had a dramatic history. In 1641, Irish troops burnt the 7
Lisnegarvey library: the London portion was sequestered by Parliament in 1643.  The 8
catalogue of  Conway’s books in Ireland, compiled by William Chambers and Philip Tandy 
between 1636 and 1640, and a list of  the sequestered London books drawn up by the 
bookseller Robert Bostock in 1643 demonstrate both the vast range of  the second Viscount’s 
bibliophilia and the presence of  philosophy books in his collection.  Bostock’s book list 9
indicates that the second Viscount owned much late renaissance natural philosophy, 
including Jean Bodin’s Universae naturae theatrum, Cardano’s De subtilitate, and Caspar 
Bartholin’s Enchiridion physicum, as well as works by Tommaso Campanella.  The sequestered 10
London books were eventually reclaimed by the second Viscount Conway and passed to his 
son. An indenture dated March 10 1648/9 records that Edward Conway was given “all the 
bookes and manuscripts whatsoever” of  his father—in practice, this seems to have been only 
those present in London— in return “for the payment and satisfaction of  divers summes of  
money” on his father’s behalf.  After taking possession of  the surviving portion of  his 11
father’s library, Conway continued to buy books on his own account.  The Earl of  12
Conway’s library was dispersed after his death in 1683, and its contents can be reconstructed 
only on the basis of  his father’s library catalogues. Nevertheless, it is clear that Anne 
Conway had access to a very wide range of  philosophical, literary and theological books.  13
	 Conway’s pre-eminent modern biographer, Sarah Hutton, has argued that, in 
addition to the Conway family collection, Anne Conway probably maintained a personal 
library.  It seems unlikely that, given her serious and developed interests in metaphysics and 14
natural philosophy, Conway would have been confined by her husband’s library, however 
large, or that her reading would have been mediated by his interests.  The assumption that 15
Anne Conway maintained a library distinct from the larger collection at Ragley Hall is 
further supported by her correspondence, which shows that she sought and received books 
from Henry More and her half-brother John Finch, amongst others.  On several occasions 16
More, who sent many books in Conway’s direction, gave copies of  his own books both to 
Edward Conway and to Anne; he also distinguished books sent “for my Lords Library” from 
those intended for her.  17
	 Anne Conway’s commitment to book collecting is also implied by the fact that she 
seems to have employed her own librarian. A letter from John Finch, dated November 
10/20 1651, asks her to “remember me to your library keeper Mrs Sarah.”  Hutton 18
identifies this “Mrs Sarah” with Sarah Bennet—Conway’s companion, perhaps a relative, 
who appears frequently in her correspondence from the early 1650s onwards, and who 
witnessed her will in 1673.  Finch’s description of  Sarah Bennet as a “library keeper” may 19
be ironic, rather than a reference to a formal office.  Nevertheless, the implication— that 20
Conway owned enough books to constitute a library, and to require a keeper—is significant. 
No further evidence of  Sarah Bennet’s duties survives. 
	 Sarah Hutton notes that the current library at Ragley Hall no longer contains any of  
Edward and Anne Conway’s books.  We do not know how, or indeed when, Anne 21
Conway’s books were dispersed after her death in 1679. They may have been sold on the 
open market: if  they were, no record survives. Her will records bequests of  £300 to her 
friend and physician Franciscus Mercurius van Helmont, £400 to Henry More and £500 to 
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her brother Sir John Finch, but does not mention her books specifically.  After Anne 22
Conway’s death, her husband inherited her property. There is no evidence that he dispersed 
her books; his interest in book collecting implies that this is unlikely. Edward Conway 
remarried twice, rapidly, before his death in 1683; first, in 1680, to Elizabeth Booth, who 
died in 1681, and secondly, again in 1681, to Ursula Stawell.  After Conway’s death, his 23
estate passed, in murky legal circumstances, to the family of  his cousin Edward Seymour.  24
Here, the trail fades. It seems that Anne Conway’s book collection, like that of  her husband, 
entered the forlorn ranks of  libraries that did not long outlive their owners.  25
	 Scholars in disciplines beyond the history of  philosophy have good reason to be 
interested in the uncertain fate of  Conway’s books. In particular, the question of  Conway’s 
library sits within a wider field of  scholarship on women’s book ownership in the early 
modern period. What a recent edited collection terms “women’s bookscapes”—that is, the 
material, cultural, and intellectual landscapes in which early modern women engaged with 
books— are the subject of  increasing attention, not least because it is increasingly evident 
that female readers and book owners were less rare than was once supposed.  The reading 26
and book ownership of  Conway’s philosophical contemporary Margaret Cavendish have 
been examined, but no comparable study exists for Conway.  Conway’s case is a particular, 27
privileged example of  the kind of  female book ownership described in current scholarship; 
her aristocratic status, the large collection to which she had access, and the sparse surviving 
evidence of  her personal library set her apart from many other female readers who have 
been studied recently, such as Frances Wolfrestron (1607–1677).  28
	 Conway’s reading and the Ragley Hall library have been widely discussed in recent 
accounts of  her life and philosophy, partly because they imply close engagement with the 
central philosophical currents of  the period.  Conway the voracious reader was a 29
philosopher of  real originality who addressed central questions in early modern metaphysics 
and theology. Recent scholarship, following Sarah Hutton’s emphasis on “the dialogic nature 
of  Anne Conway’s conduct of  her intellectual enquiries,” has explored her engagement both 
with philosophers she knew and debated, such as Henry More, John Finch, and her 
physician and philosophical collaborator Franciscus Mercurius van Helmont, and also with 
those who she discussed in the Principles, but never met, such as Descartes, Spinoza, and 
Hobbes.  Emily Thomas points out that the chief  differences of  opinion amongst Conway 30
scholars concern the precise shape of  this dialogue, and the relative weight attributed to her 
interlocutors.  Jacqueline Broad has recently added the physician Walter Charleton to this 31
list, arguing that Conway disputed Charleton’s conception of  the “intimate presence” of  the 
soul in the body.  As Broad notes, however, the full extent of  Conway’s engagement with 32
contemporary philosophy remains imperfectly understood.  A fuller understanding of  the 33
books Conway owned and read would bring this engagement into sharper focus: it would 
also cast new light on the intellectual development of  one of  the seventeenth century’s most 
significant female philosophers. 
	  
II. !
	 This article presents previously unrecognised evidence of  Anne Conway’s book 
ownership. The Old Library of  Jesus College, Cambridge holds four books that contain her 
signature on the front free endpaper. They are: !
1)	 [John Wilkins], A Discourse concerning a NEW World & Another Planet in 2 Bookes 
([London], Printed [by John Norton and Richard Hearne] for Iohn Maynard, & are to be 
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sold at the George, in Fleetstreet neare St. Dunstans Church, 1640). 8o  Shelfmark: H.10.1. 
ESTC: S119973 !
2)	 [John Wilkins], Mathematicall MAGICK, or, THE VVONDERS That may be performed by 
Mechanicall Geometry. In two Books. CONCERNING MECHANICALL POVVERS MOTIONS 
BEING ONE OF The most easie, pleasant, useful (and yet most neglected part of  
MATHEMATICKS. Not before treated of  in this language. By I.W. M.A (London, Printed by 
M[iles] F[lesher] for Sa[muel] Gellibrand at the brazen Serpent in Pauls Church-yard, 
1648). 8o Shelfmark: H.10.2. ESTC: R6164 !
3) Thomas Browne, Pseudodoxia Epidemica: Or, ENQUIRIES INTO Very many Received And 
commonly Presumed TRUTHS. By THOMAS BROWNE Dr of  Physick. The Second Edition, 
Corrected and much Enlarged by the Author. TOGETHER With some Marginall Observations, and a 
Table Alphabeticall at the end. (London, Printed by A. Miller, for Edw. Dod and Nath. Ekins, at 
the Gunne in Ivie Lane, 1650) 4o Shelfmark: M.8.25. ESTC: R2160 !
4) [Richard Verstegan] A RESTITUTION of  DECAYED INTELLIGENCE: In antiquities. 
Concerning the most noble and renovvmed English nation. By the studie and trauaile of  R.V. Dedicated vnto 
the Kings most excellent Maiestie (Printed at Antwerp by Robert Bruney, 1605. And to be sold at 
London in Paules-Churchyeard, by Iohn Norton and Iohn Bill) 4o Shelfmark: N.4.12. 
ESTC: S116255. !
These are the only books known to contain marks of  ownership by Anne Conway. ESTC 
lists two of  them (Wilkins’s Discovery and Mathematicall Magick) as present in the Jesus Old 
Library, but their provenance and the significance of  Conway’s signature in them have never 
been noticed or recorded.  34
	 In three cases—in Wilkins’s Discovery and Mathematicall Magick, and in Verstegan’s 
Antiquities—Conway’s signature has been crossed through in another hand (most likely that 
of  a later College bibliothecarius), but is still legible. The italic hand of  the signature is clearly 
Conway’s; this is most apparent on the uncrossed signature on the front free endpaper of  
Browne’s Pseudodoxia. All four signatures have several letter shapes found both in other 
examples of  her signature on letters and throughout her correspondence—in particular, a 
majuscule A with a distinctive stroke that joins the top of  the left hand vertical, and an 
elision between the lowercase n and w of  “Conway.”  
	 When signing letters, Conway used various forms of  her name: “A.C,”  35
“A.Conway,”  and “Anne Conway.”  Conway’s signatures on her correspondence are not 36 37
consistent, so it is not possible to date the signature in these books with certainty. The form 
of  the signature (“Anne Conway”) in all four books most closely matches that on several 
letters to her husband and to Henry More dated between 1652 and 1661.  In every case, 38
the inscription—although not necessarily the acquisition of  the book—must post-date her 
marriage to Edward Conway in February 1651. An unpublished preface to Conway’s 
philosophy composed by Franciscus Mercurius van Helmont and Henry More, which was 
printed in Richard Ward’s 1710 biography of  More, referred to Conway’s philosophical 
manuscripts as “only Writings abruptly and scatteredly, I may add also obscurely, written in 
a Paper-Book, with a Black-lead Pen.”  The published preface to the 1690 Latin edition of  39
the Principles also refers to her “very small and faint handwriting” (plumbagine saltem & 
charactere minutissimo) in this manuscript.  The signature in these books is similarly faint. 40
"4
	 Like many early modern books, these four bear the material traces of  multiple 
readership and ownership. In several instances, these traces offer significant evidence of  
their provenance, both before and after Conway owned them. Three of  the books—
Wilkins’s Discovery and Mathematicall Magick, and Browne’s Pseudodoxia— are bound in 
contemporary calf, the other—Verstegan’s Antiquities— in vellum. The bindings of  all four 
books are worn, but the copies of  A Discourse concerning a New World and Pseudodoxia Epidemica 
have some blind tooling still visible. None of  the bindings has the distinctive “moor’s head” 
armorial binding stamp of  the second Viscount Conway, or other marks of  ownership 
indicating that they belonged to the third Viscount.  41
	 One of  the front free endpapers of  Conway’s copy of  A Discourse concerning a New 
World contains an annotation in the hand of  Charles Ashton (1665—1752), Master of  Jesus 
from 1701—1752: !
When I speake of  Observations & Experiments, I would not be thought to 
undervalue a Society, which has been erected to that purpose, & whose endeavours 
have been so successfull that way already: But however successful they may have 
been, those excellent persons have more modesty, than to overrate their own 
performances, and nothing has done them more injury, than the vanity of  some few 
men, who have been so PLANET-STRUCK, as to dream of  the possibility of  a 
voyage to the Moon, and to talk of  making wings to fly thither, as they would of  
buying a pair of  Boots to take a Journey. Bak. Reflect. Chap. 8.____ !!
This text, seemingly intended by Ashton as a critical comment on Wilkins’s “planet-struck” 
project in the Discourse, comes from Thomas Baker’s Reflections Upon Learning: Wherein is Shewn 
the Insufficiency Thereof, in Its Several Particulars: in Order to Evince the Usefulness and Necessity of  
Revelation, whose first edition dates from 1699.  Elsewhere in this copy there are faint 42
horizontal and vertical pencil marks in the margins, impossible to date, but which suggest a 
reader marking significant passages.  The rear pastedown has the inscription “R:O:,” 43
apparently not in Conway’s hand, and a doodle in red chalk. The rear free endpaper of 
Conway’s copy of  Mathematicall Magick contains an inscription that has been washed out; 
from its length, it may be a name, but only the first letter, “W,” is legible. 
	 The Jesus copy of  Browne’s Pseudodoxia Epidemica is the only one in which Conway’s 
signature has not been crossed out, although why it escaped the attentions of  the Jesus 
librarian is not clear. On the same front free endpaper as her signature, in another hand, is 
the annotation “vdt Anne Conway”; the first word here may be a bookseller’s code, or an 
abbreviation for the Latin “vendit”. In a third hand on the same endpaper are some 
mathematical notations; the rear free endpaper also contains pen trials.  
	 The annotations and inscriptions in Conway’s copy of  Verstegan’s Antiquities are 
complex, indicating its history before she owned it. This history connects directly to 
Verstegan himself: the title page contains the note “Boughte yt me at Antwerpe of  Master 
Verstegan hymself. September 1612.” As well as those of  Conway and the original 
purchaser, four other hands are identifiable on the title page, front free endpaper and front 
pastedown. The title page has an ownership inscription, “Edmund Randolph,” and an 
heraldic device, sketched in ink. This coat of  arms (a cross with five mullets) seems to be that 
of  the Randolph family of  Biddenden in Kent, implying that the ownership inscription is 
that of  the medic Edmund (or Edmond) Randolph (1601/2—1649), who graduated BA 
(1619/20) MA (1622) and MB (1626) from University College, Oxford, and in medicine 
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from Padua in 1627, and practiced as a physician in Canterbury.  Randolph left another 44
trace of  his ownership within this copy. Page 268 contains a marginal note marking 
Verstegan’s treatment of  “:Randolph: the Antiquitye & significacon of  the name and from 
what nacon derived,” in the same hand as the ownership inscription on the title page. 
Randolph’s hand resembles the hand that records the book’s purchase, but is apparently 
distinct from it. The front pastedown contains what seems to be a seventeenth-century 
bookseller’s or buyer’s code, and the date “September 1613”; this inscription is in a third 
hand, distinct from that of  the inscriptions on the title page. Throughout the book, passages 
are marked in the margin by small horizontal and vertical lines in pencil. These marks, 
although undateable, resemble those in the copy of  Wilkins’s Discourse. In 1671, Henry 
Stubbe reported that, in the course of  a disagreement over Thomas Sprat’s History of  the 
Royal Society of  London (1667), Henry More “affixed several marks (as ’tis your custom) to the 
sides of  the Book with your Leaden Pencil, according as you approved, or disliked them”; it is 
unclear whether Conway also annotated books in this way.  The pattern of  inscriptions on 45
the title page also suggests a path of  transmission. The date of  Edmund Randolph’s 
graduation from Oxford implies that he was too young to have bought the book in Antwerp 
in 1612, but he may have inherited or received it from whoever did, perhaps from his father 
Bernard Randolph (1556-1628), later inscribing his name and the family coat of  arms on 
the title page.  46
	 The front free endpaper contains two inscriptions that connect the book directly to 
Anne Conway—her signature, crossed out, and the inscription of  another former owner, 
“Francisci Finch Interni templi liber” (“the book of  Francis Finch of  the Inner Temple”). 
There were two men named Francis Finch in Conway’s immediate family, both of  whom 
were members of  the Inner Temple—her uncle (1586—c.1658), and her half-brother (d. c.
1660). In this case, the hand and signature are those of  the elder Francis, her uncle.  This 47
Francis, the younger brother of  her father Sir Heneage Finch (1580—1631), studied at 
Corpus Christi College, Oxford, entered the Inner Temple in 1605, and was called to the 
bar in 1614.  He was MP for Eye in the parliaments of  1624, 1625, 1626 and 1628.  48 49
Francis Finch seems to have maintained close ties to his brother’s family after Heneage 
Finch’s early death; he sponsored both John and Francis Finch the younger on their 
admission to the Inner Temple in 1644, and was involved in brokering the marriage of  
Anne’s sister Frances Finch to Clifford Clifton, the son of  Sir Gervase Clifton, in 1650.  For 50
at least part of  the late 1640s and 1650s, Finch seems to have lived at the house in 
Kensington, inherited from Heneage Finch by her half-brother John, where Anne and 
Edward Conway also lived in the early years of  their marriage.  In 1656, Finch planned to 51
accompany Anne Conway on a journey to consult physicians in France about her intractable 
health problems.  Later that year when, whilst travelling to France to meet his wife, Edward 52
Conway was captured and “barbarously cast stark naked into a noysome Prison,” Finch 
petitioned the Council of  State on his behalf.  Francis Finch’s nuncupative will, dated 53
December 14 1657, was witnessed by Anne Conway and her husband.  54
	 Francis Finch seems to have owned a substantial library, part of  which was burnt in a 
fire at the Inner Temple in September 1649.  In a letter to his nephew John Finch of  9 55
October 1649, Finch numbered among his losses “a series of  all ye choycest which haue 
bene printed since ye beginning of  ye reformation, from Rome.”  Finch’s letter also notes 56
that he is “beholding to my workmen for their paynes and danger in preserving some trifles 
of  mine, which I could not well have spared.”  The copy of  Verstegan’s Antiquities may have 57
been one of  the survivors. Whether he obtained the book directly from Edmund Randolph, 
before or after the fire, is less clear. Randolph’s son Edward was admitted to Gray’s Inn on 
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November 12 1650; this connection might explain how Finch, a barrister of  the Inner 
Temple, came to own one of  Randolph’s father’s books.  It may also be significant that the 58
Randolph family seat at Biddenham in Kent was close to Eastwell, the seat of  the Finch 
family. 
	 Francis Finch’s ownership inscription appears in two other volumes in the Old 
Library, neither of  which contain Conway’s signature: John Wilkins’s Mercury, or the Swift 
Messenger: Shewing, How a Man may with privacy and Speed, communicate his thoughts to a Friend at any 
distance (London, 1641) and a Sammelband containing seven pamphlets by the alchemist 
Thomas Vaughan (1622-1666), published between 1650 and 1652, that Finch must have 
acquired after the Inner Temple fire.  In several respects these two volumes—one by 59
Wilkins, and the other by a vocal and public critic of  Henry More—align both with those 
containing Conway’s signature, and with what is known from her correspondence of  
Conway’s intellectual interests in the early 1650s. Vaughan, writing under the pseudonym 
Eugenius Philalethes, engaged in a pamphlet war with More in the early 1650s, which 
Conway and More discussed in their correspondence.  Francis Finch seems to have 60
followed the dispute closely enough to have had Vaughan’s contributions to it bound 
together. 
	 Jesus College Old Library therefore holds not just four books owned by Anne 
Conway, but two further books owned by her uncle, who also owned her copy of  Verstegan’s 
Antiquities at one point. Since Francis Finch predeceased Anne Conway in 1657/8, it is 
reasonable to assume that she obtained his copy of  Verstegan’s Antiquities, as well as the two 
other books with his ownership inscription, at some point in the 1650s. The provenance 
evidence does not reveal why, if  she also owned Finch’s copy of  Wilkins’s Mercury and his 
Thomas Vaughan Sammelband, she did not sign her name in them. There are, however, good 
reasons to assume that all six books travelled to Cambridge together. !!
III. !
	 The four books with Conway’s signature, together with the two others containing 
Francis Finch’s ownership inscription, entered the Jesus College Library in the late 
seventeenth century through the bequest of  Francis Sterling, who was a Fellow of  Jesus from 
1687 to 1692. Sterling left his collection of  books to the College, together with the proceeds 
of  his Fellowship, after his death in 1692.  Like most of  the other books in the Old Library 61
donated by Sterling, these six contain the inscription “Ex dono Magistri Sterling hujus Collegii 
Socij Dignissimi” either on the front free endpaper or on the title page. In total, 295 items in 
251 volumes currently in the Old Library contain a version of  this inscription, or other 
indications of  Sterling’s ownership. Many of  the books in Sterling’s donation also contain a 
Jesus College bookplate dated 1700. Three of  the Conway books, and both of  the Finch 
books, carry this bookplate; all six books are also listed in the 1705 College Library 
catalogue, and in the catalogues for 1730 and 1740.  The copy of  Browne’s Pseudodoxia has 62
a style of  College bookplate that dates from the early twentieth century, and lacks an 
inscription identifying it as part of  Sterling’s donation, although the surviving library 
catalogues show that it has been in the Old Library at least as long as the other Conway 
books. Its front endpapers suggest that the volume may have been rebound or repaired, and 
it is possible that the inscription and the 1700 Jesus College bookplate that all the other 
Conway books contain were lost or removed at this point. 
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	 Lynford Caryl, Master of  Jesus from 1758—1781, removed a significant number of  
books from the Library in 1772, and it is possible that further Conway books left the 
collection at this time.  However, the list of  culled books compiled by Caryl indicates that 63
he preserved books from Sterling’s bequest in preference to duplicate copies of  the same 
title, implying that other books with a Conway-Sterling connection were not lost in this 
way.  64
	 Sterling’s bequest consisted of  his private library—a mixture of  natural philosophy, 
literature, logic, mathematics, medicine, politics, geography and history, largely in octavo 
and duodecimo volumes. His donation includes a large number of  books in French, Spanish, 
and Italian, as well as Latin and English books.  Although varied in scope, the collection 65
testifies to a serious interest in natural philosophy; as well as the four books containing 
Conway’s signature, Sterling donated books by Spinoza, Descartes, Henry More, and Julius 
Caesar Scaliger, amongst others.   66
	 Other books in Sterling’s donation contain evidence of  when and where he acquired 
them. For instance, the front free endpapers of  four other books from his donation record in 
his hand what seems to be a purchase price and the location “Leyden.”  Sterling acquired 67
some of  his collection, apart from the Conway and Finch books, second-hand: dates and 
inscriptions in many other books indicate their previous owners.  He donated 60 books 68
printed in the Dutch Republic—chiefly Amsterdam imprints— and 15 printed in the 
Spanish Netherlands, suggesting that he bought at least some of  his library there. However, 
by the late seventeenth century the import trade in continental books was well-developed, 
and Sterling could have acquired many of  the books he owned in London or other large 
towns.  The range of  publication dates is from 1528 to 1690, and the majority of  the 69
donated books have publication dates from the 1640s to the 1680s. 
	 There is no obvious connection between Anne Conway, Francis Finch, and Francis 
Sterling. The last decade of  Conway’s life was characterised by worsening health and 
increasing confinement; consequently, her circle of  known correspondents and 
acquaintances is small, and the evidence of  her interaction with many of  them slight.  It is 70
hard to connect Conway and Sterling even by expanding the circle of  possible acquaintance 
to include all of  those in the orbit of  Ragley Hall— inter alia, her husband, Henry More, van 
Helmont, friends such as Elizabeth Foxcroft, the sister of  the Cambridge Platonist Benjamin 
Whichcote and Conway’s companion at Ragley from 1666–1672, her “library keeper” 
Sarah Bennet, and her domestic servants. Through More and Foxcroft, Conway knew John 
Worthington (1618–1671), who was Master of  Jesus College from 1650–1660. Worthington, 
however, left Cambridge more than a decade before Sterling’s arrival at Jesus and it seems 
unlikely that they intersected. Francis Finch’s biography is harder to reconstruct than that of  
his niece, but the surviving evidence of  his life in Kent, Kensington and legal London also 
presents few points of  contact with that of  Sterling. 
	 Nevertheless, reconstructing Sterling’s biography offers some clues as to how he 
obtained books owned by Conway and Finch. It also offers insight into a previously 
unstudied early modern book collector, whose library was shaped not only by the scholarly 
world of  late seventeenth-century Cambridge, but also by the very different environment —
both practical and intellectual—of  the armies of  James II and William III. Francis Sterling 
was born c.1652 in Flushing in the Netherlands.  Flushing, formerly one of  the three 71
cautionary towns held by the English crown, maintained a large presence of  English and 
Scots subjects into the seventeenth century, many of  whom were soldiers in Dutch 
regiments. The second Viscount Conway was lieutenant-governor of  another cautionary 
town, Brill, from the late 1590s.  Francis Sterling’s father, James Sterling, was an officer in 72
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one of  the Dutch regiments; he is listed as a Lieutenant in the Dutch service in 1664/5.  In 73
1665, the Dutch reorganised their English and Scots regiments, requiring that they took an 
oath of  allegiance to the States General of  the United Provinces. James Sterling was among 
the officers who refused to take the oath and returned to England in the same year.  A 74
commission from 27 June 1665 records his appointment as a Lieutenant in the Holland 
Regiment, which was largely formed from English and Scottish troops who had returned 
from the Netherlands.  He went on to serve in the Holland regiment for over 25 years; from 75
1682, he held the rank of  major.  76
	 A late seventeenth-century annotated manuscript copy of  John Sherman’s history of  
Jesus College, Aborigines Jesuani, sive Historia Collegii Jesu notes that Francis Sterling was of  
Scottish descent (e Scotiâ verô oriundus).  In fact, he was a member of  the clan Sterling, and 77
related on his father’s side to Sir John Sterling of  Keir (1638—1684).  He was educated at 78
schools in Flushing, Newport on the Isle of  Wight and at Barwell grammar school in 
Leicester, an educational trajectory that may have tracked his father’s army postings.  In 79
1667, Sterling was admitted to the University of  Edinburgh, where his regent master was 
William Paterson, graduating MA as part of  the class of  1671, although he did not receive 
his degree until 1676.  Some of  the earliest dated inscriptions in his books come from this 80
period. As an undergraduate, he was a contemporary of  the physician, virtuoso, and 
bibulous amateur poet Archibald Pitcairne.  Unlike many Scots students of  the period, 81
Sterling does not seem to have matriculated at a Dutch university after graduating from 
Edinburgh.  Instead, he followed his father into the army. He was first commissioned on 82
August 18 1673 as an ensign in Sir Walter Vane’s regiment—that is, the Holland regiment—
in which his father served as a troop captain.  In 1674, his father’s company, of  which 83
Sterling was presumably a part, was part of  the garrison at Berwick.  James Sterling still 84
commanded at Berwick in March 1678.  85
	 In the mid-1670s, Sterling returned to university. On October 10 1676, at the age of  
24, he was admitted as a Fellow Commoner at Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge.   He 86
incorporated his Edinburgh MA at Cambridge on the same date, but apparently did not 
matriculate from the University; it was common to forgo the latter ceremony in the late 
seventeenth century.  It is unclear whether Sterling intended a permanent change of  career. 87
Fellow Commoners in this period were typically of  higher social status than scholars or 
pensioners and were accorded special privileges. Few had serious philosophical or scholarly 
interests: those who did rarely took Cambridge degrees.   88
	 No details of  his studies at Sidney Sussex survive, and this spell in Cambridge must 
have been short, since he returned to the army within two years. In January 1678/9, “Mr 
Francis Starling” was commissioned as a Lieutenant to “Captain Starling” (in all likelihood 
his father) in the Holland Regiment, commanded by the Earl of  Mulgrave.  He was not the 89
only Cambridge student to enlist. An order from the Duke of  Monmouth, Chancellor of  the 
University, dated April 18 1678, demanding the return of  “two scholars one of  St Johns the 
other of  Jesus Colledge,” who enlisted in the Prince’s dragoons, warned their commander 
“to bee carefull not to list any that wear gowns in that University.”  90
	 It is possible to reconstruct the movements of  the Holland Regiment and, to an 
extent, those of  Sterling himself, between 1678 and 1690 using the State Papers and the 
Army Marching Order books held in the National Archives. On January 12 1678/9, the 
Duke of  Monmouth ordered “Capt. Starling, or the officer commanding in chief  the 
battalion of  the Holland regiment, late at Newport,” (that is, Nieuwpoort in Flanders, where 
much of  the Holland regiment had been stationed) to sail to Rochester in Kent and quarter 
there.  By June 1679, “Captain Sterling’s company” had been ordered to march from 91
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Dartford in Kent to Berwick.  He seems still to have been at Berwick in 1681.  In 1684, 92 93
Captain James Sterling was mentioned in the will of  his relative Sir John Keir as being “for 
present at Hull in England,” again presumably part of  the garrison there.  Francis Sterling, 94
who was commissioned in his father’s company throughout this period, would probably also 
have been there.  In August 1685, Major Sterling’s company, along with most of  the rest of  95
the Holland Regiment, were ordered to march from Scarborough to Southwark in London, 
to arrive in October.  The Holland regiment remained near London, with postings at 96
Windsor and Tunbridge Wells, until the next year, when, in August 1686, they returned 
north, to Hull and York.  Most of  Sterling's regiment remained in the north of  England, 97
with postings at Hull, Beverly, Scarborough, Tinmouth and York, until March 1686/7, when 
one company marched south to Landguard Fort near Felixstowe, then to Ipswich.  Given 98
his later movements, it is likely that Sterling was part of  this company. None of  the recorded 
movements of  the Holland Regiment in this period took it, or Sterling, close to Ragley Hall 
in Warwickshire, where Anne Conway’s library—if  it was not disposed of  immediately after 
her death—might have been. He would, however, have been near London—and its 
booksellers— for substantial periods of  time. 
	 Sterling returned to Cambridge in the late 1680s. He was elected to a Shelford 
Fellowship at Jesus on 31 March 1687 on the recommendation of  Francis Turner 
(1637-1700), the Bishop of  Ely.  The Shelford Fellowship was, uniquely, in Turner’s direct 99
gift, but the circumstances of  Sterling’s nomination are obscure. In particular, there was little 
precedent for electing a candidate whose university studies ended nearly a decade ago, and 
who had until recently been a serving soldier. Francis Turner was Master of  St. John’s 
College, Cambridge from 1670 to 1679, and from 1679 was the Duke of  York’s household 
chaplain during his exile in Scotland, a role that involved mediating between James and the 
Scottish nobility; Sterling may have known him through these routes.  100
	 Sterling spent much of  his Fellowship at Jesus away from Cambridge. On July 5 1687, 
he was granted leave of  absence from the College, a concession that was renewed at regular 
intervals from November 1688 to May 1692.  Many of  his fellow Fellows received a similar 101
dispensation. The reason for Sterling’s absence was less conventional. The annotated 
manuscript of  Sherman’s Aborigines Jesuani claims that soon after his arrival Sterling “traded 
his academic gown for a soldier’s cloak” (haud diu apud nos commoratus togam sago commutavit).  102
This costume change was rapid; he was listed as a Lieutenant in the Holland regiment of  
Foot in November 1687.  It is not clear whether Sterling took his library with him when he 103
left Cambridge in 1687, but, given its size, it seems unlikely that he did. On February 28 
1688, he was assigned by the College to the study of  civil law in accordance with the statutes 
of  1559/60, which required that one Fellow pursue such a course.  Given Sterling’s 104
sempiternal leave of  absence, this would have been an appointment in name only; it is, 
perhaps, indicative of  his intellectual interests that his donation to the Library contained 
very few law books. 
	 In 1687, much of  the Holland Regiment was still in northern England; the company 
stationed in Ipswich had been ordered to march to Berwick in August 1687.  Most of  the 105
regiment seems to have returned to London and its environs in the spring of  1688, with 
postings at Brentford, Windsor, and Tunbridge Wells.  Companies were ordered to 106
Rochester and Gillingham on the Kent coast in the autumn of  1688 in anticipation of  a 
Dutch invasion, with most returning to London by November as William of  Orange’s army 
landed at Torbay.  After the collapse of  James II’s rule and his departure for France, the 107
Holland regiment, along with the rest of  the English regiments in London, were withdrawn 
to quarters outside the capital.  108
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	 Sterling’s father had left the Holland Regiment by the autumn of  1688, before the 
Dutch invasion and the accession of  William and Mary; whether this move was provoked by 
death, retirement, or political necessity is unclear.  Sterling himself  became a captain in 109
the Royal Regiment of  Foot, commanded by Sir Robert Douglas, with a commission dated 
April 1 1690.  Several battalions of  the Royal Regiment of  Foot had been ordered to 110
embark for Holland in 1688/9, although many mutinied at the prospect of  fighting 
alongside the Dutch.  On June 17 1690, a “Captain Stirling” was one of  the “officers of  111
the Scots’ regiments” given a pass to go to Scotland.  It is likely that he departed for 112
Holland to join his regiment not long afterwards. His last leave of  absence from Jesus—
granted until the Feast of  St. Michael on September 29th—was dated May 1 1692.  113
Sterling’s regiment was involved in the Anglo-Dutch campaign against France in Flanders in 
the summer of  1692. Edward D’Auvergne’s account of  the campaign notes on June 22/July 
2 1692 that Sterling was captured alongside his regimental commander, Sir Robert Douglas, 
and held at Mons for three days, where he was “treated with[…]much Civility.”  The 114
Royal Regiment of  Foot went on to fight at the Battle of  Steinkirk on August 3, 1692, where 
English and Scottish regiments suffered heavy losses.  Three separate casualty lists from 115
early August 1692 identify Captain Sterling among those wounded at Steinkirk.  He died 116
of  his wounds not long afterwards. The annotated manuscript of  Sherman’s Aborigines Jesuani 
gives a description of  his last moments that mixes melodrama and ecclesiastical gossip in a 
proportion that must have appealed to its audience of  early eighteenth-century dons. In this 
account, Sterling made a dying request that his heart, sealed in a casket, be sent to a woman 
he loved “by the name of  Hartopp, who later married William Talbot, the Dean of  
Worcester.”  One of  the last official references to Sterling as a member of  the Royal 117
Regiment of  Foot is in a commission dated August 1[/August 10] 1692, by which he was 
replaced as Captain by Thomas Burgh.  No further evidence survives of  him in the Army; 118
he does not appear in a 1695 list of  officers in the Royal Regiment of  Foot.  On 119
September 27 1692, he was replaced as Shelford Fellow at Jesus by Robert Newton, a move 
that suggests news of  his demise had reached Cambridge.  A draft instrument, prepared in 120
Edinburgh in 1693, concerning the assignment by Lord Cardross of  a bond of  14000 
merkes due to Major James Stirling, describes both “Mr. Francis Stirling” and his father as 
“deceast.”  At some point after this, and before 1705, Sterling’s books, including four 121
books containing Conway’s signature and two formerly belonging to Francis Finch, entered 
the Jesus College Library. !
IV. !
	 Sterling’s library was the product of  a short life led in starkly contrasting locations, as 
he moved between garrisons, military camps, and the gentler climate of  Cambridge 
University. In one sense, his books belong in a world Miguel Martinez has called the 
“soldiers’ republic of  letters,” in which reading and writing occurred alongside fighting, and 
in which literate men, with long periods of  time to kill, exchanged and bought books.  The 122
multilingual character of  Sterling’s collection is, in all likelihood, a consequence of  his 
military service. In other ways, his library owes much to his philosophical education at 
Edinburgh and Cambridge; it is this education that best explains why books like Conway’s 
would have appealed to him. This particular combination of  interests and experience might 
explain why Sterling preserved Conway’s books: it can also explain how he obtained them. 
	 A path of  transmission from Francis Finch to Anne Conway, then to Sterling, is the 
most economical explanation, although it is not impossible that Sterling acquired books from 
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two close members of  the same family independently. He may have bought them on the 
English second-hand market, in London, Cambridge, or another large provincial town; his 
army postings in the late 1680s make this a clear possibility. However, correlating his 
biography and known movements with those of  Conway suggest three possible paths of  
transmission: through Cambridge, through the Netherlands, and through his service in the 
Holland Regiment. 
	 Arguments for a path of  transmission through Cambridge inevitably implicate Anne 
Conway’s friend and philosophical mentor Henry More, who was a Fellow of  Christ’s 
College until his death in 1687. More was not Conway’s only contact in Cambridge: she also 
knew Ezekiel Foxcroft (1624—1674), the son of  her companion Elizabeth Foxcroft, who was 
a Fellow of  King’s College from 1652 until his death, and the philosopher Ralph Cudworth 
(1617—1688). Nevertheless, More was the Cambridge figure to whom she was closest. Their 
correspondence records that, on at least one occasion in the 1660s, she sent him a “box of  
Books.”  If  More also received some of  Conway’s books after her death, Sterling might 123
have got them through a connection to More. However, although there is good evidence that 
Sterling engaged with More’s philosophy, there is little evidence that he knew him personally.  
	 Sterling’s library suggests that he was interested in More’s philosophy, and more 
generally in that of  other Cambridge Platonists such as Ralph Cudworth (1617-1688) and 
George Rust (c. 1628-1670).  This interest almost certainly dated from his M.A. studies at 124
Edinburgh under William Paterson. More’s philosophy was widely discussed in Scottish 
universities in the mid to late seventeenth century, and Sterling’s regent master was typical in 
his treatment of  him.  Paterson’s published Theses philosophicae of  1671 and 1674, which 125
indicate the positions his students were required to defend, engage critically with More.  126
Sterling’s undergraduate notes on Paterson’s Edinburgh lectures on ethics and natural 
philosophy discuss More, and also include notes on “Axiomata mori de immortalitate 
animae”— that is, on More’s discussion of  the immortality of  the soul.  Sterling thus came 127
to Cambridge well-informed about More’s philosophy. The fact that Sterling owned both 
More’s 1647 Philosophical Poems and his 1676 Remarks Upon Two late Ingenious Discourses implies 
that he continued to engage with More’s work after his M.A. course ended in 1671. This 
continued engagement fits with the broader evidence of  Sterling’s book ownership. 
Although some of  the philosophical books in his collection seem to track the presence of  
authors like Descartes, More and Walter Charleton in the Edinburgh philosophy 
curriculum, his was not merely an undergraduate library preserved beyond its working life. 
He seems to have continued buying books, including books on philosophical subjects, long 
after his graduation. 
	 More was in Cambridge during Sterling’s brief  time as a Fellow Commoner at 
Sidney Sussex, but he died on September 1 1687, not long after Sterling’s election at Jesus; 
for much of  the summer of  1687, Sterling had leave to be absent from Cambridge. If  they 
met, it is more likely that they did so in the mid 1670s, during Sterling’s residence at Sidney 
Sussex. However, More was often away from Cambridge during this period, having received 
a royal dispensation from the obligation to reside in Christ’s College on July 15 1675.  128
More wrote to Anne Conway of  his intention to visit his family in Lincolnshire in March 
1676 before coming to Ragley in May that year, and a letter from Edward Conway to 
George Rawdon dated December 28 1677 notes that More was at Ragley “all the last 
summer”; this was to be his last visit before Anne Conway’s death in 1679.  More wrote to 129
her from London in early April 1677, but from Cambridge later that month and in January 
1678/9.  The window of  opportunity for Sterling to meet More in Cambridge was 130
therefore relatively narrow. It is certain that he did not inherit the books directly from More; 
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with the exception of  a bequest of  medical texts to a former pupil, More’s will left “my 
whole Study of  Books whether printed or Paper Books” to his nephew Christopher 
Coleby.  131
	 The case for a Cambridge connection between Conway and Sterling, mediated by 
More, thus remains conjectural. Another possible path of  transmission is through the 
Netherlands. Sterling seems to have bought books in the Netherlands in the 1670s and 
1680s, and he might have picked up part of  Anne Conway’s library there. It is possible that 
some of  Conway’s books ended up in the Netherlands, given what is known of  the history of  
the manuscript that evolved into the Principles, and the movements of  several visitors to 
Ragley Hall—in particular, Franciscus Mercurius van Helmont. 
	 Van Helmont left Ragley Hall after Anne Conway’s death in 1679, and returned to 
the Netherlands later that year; he was in London from 1681 to 1685 and then, in the late 
1680s, back in the Netherlands.  He took some of  Anne Conway’s papers with him when 132
he left Ragley in the autumn of  1679.  Evidence survives of  two of  these in particular— 133
first, her manuscript copy of  the Quaker William Penn’s travel journal, which van Helmont 
later persuaded Penn to publish in 1694.  The second manuscript he abstracted was the 134
“Paper-Book” containing Conway’s philosophical writings that, under the joint editorship of  
More and van Helmont, would eventually appear in Latin as Principia Philosophiae 
antiquissimae et recentissimae de Deo, Christo et creatura, id est de spiritu et materia in genera in a volume 
entitled Opuscula Philosophica Quibus Continens Principia Philosophiae Antiquissimae et Recentissimae 
Ac Philosophiae Vulgaris Rejutatio (Amsterdam, 1690). It is possible that, as well as manuscripts, 
van Helmont also took some of  Conway’s books. If  he did, then Sterling might have 
acquired them in the Netherlands at some point in the 1680s. Others in the orbit of  Ragley 
Hall, such as the Quakers William Penn (1644—1718), Robert Barclay (1648—1690), and 
George Keith (1638—1716), who all visited Conway in the late 1670s, travelled to the 
Netherlands in 1677 and could conceivably have taken some of  Conway’s books with them.  
	 The possible paths of  transmission discussed so far assume that the books were 
removed from Ragley in the years immediately after Conway’s death. There are, however, 
good reasons to challenge this assumption, and to locate their dispersal after the death of  the 
Earl of  Conway in 1683. Edward Conway was a bibliophile with no obvious motive for 
disposing of  his first wife’s library; it is therefore more likely that her books were dispersed 
when he died. This suggests two possibilities. First, Conway’s third wife, lady Ursula Conway 
(d. 1697) may have disposed of  her predecessor’s books in the years after her husband’s 
death. There is, however, no evidence of  a sale by auction of  books from Ragley in this 
period, nor of  any connection between Ursula Conway and Sterling. The second possibility 
connects the Conway books to Sterling more directly. Ursula Conway remarried on March 
18 1685/6; her second husband was John Sheffield (1647-1721), third Earl of  Mulgrave, 
later Duke of  Buckingham and Normanby, and Colonel of  the Holland Regiment, in which 
Sterling served for more than a decade.   135
	 The connection between Mulgrave and Sterling is clear. Mulgrave commanded the 
Holland Regiment twice: from 13 December 1673 to  November 1682, and then from 
January 26 1684 to October 1685, when he became Lord Chamberlain and Vice-Admiral 
of  York.  His command was punctuated by a brief  period of  political disgrace, when he 136
was barred from the Court and ejected from his offices.  Like most early modern 137
commanders, Mulgrave was not constantly present with his troops, particularly since he 
combined this office with others, including, from 1679 to 1682, the governorship of  Hull.  138
Since the Marching Order books held in the National Archives do not always indicate who 
commanded individual companies, it is hard to define precisely when Mulgrave’s company 
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and that of  Sterling were stationed together; however, at times such as the summer of  1685, 
when most of  the regiment was marching towards London, it is reasonable to assume that 
they would have overlapped. 
	 Mulgrave had literary interests, and was a patron and associate of  Dryden and Pope; 
the first edition of  his An Essay on Poetry was published in 1682.  A number of  his literary 139
and political manuscripts survive, as well as his printed works.  These give little evidence 140
that he had substantive philosophical interests, although the fact that he owned a late-
seventeenth century manuscript copy of  Thomas More’s unfinished History of  King Richard the 
Third suggests that Verstegan’s Antiquities might have interested him.  If  he acquired the six 141
Finch-Conway books through his marriage to Lady Conway,  he may well have passed them 
on. Sterling, both the son of  a Major and a junior officer in the regiment Mulgrave 
commanded—someone who, although much lower in social status and military rank, 
Mulgrave would nevertheless have known— is a plausible recipient. Other books in 
Sterling’s collection can certainly be connected to his military service. He owned a heavily 
annotated copy of  the 1587 Venice printing of  Baldessar Castiglione’s Il Cortegiano marked 
“Captain Chilingden” on the front cover, and a Leiden edition of  Senecae epistola minora selecta 
with the names of  five soldiers—perhaps fellow officers—and a ribald inscription on the 
front free endpaper.  If  the Conway books came to Sterling from Mulgrave, they should 142
also be considered as part of  a broader cache of  evidence within Sterling’s library of  reading 
and the exchange of  books amongst army officers.  
	 Any exchange of  books between Mulgrave and Sterling might have postdated 
Mulgrave’s command of  the Holland Regiment. The date of  Mulgrave’s marriage—three 
months after he left the Holland Regiment— implies that he did not acquire Conway’s 
books before early 1685/6, and philosophical books inscribed with the names of  her late 
husband’s first wife and uncle-in-law seem an unlikely courtship present from Lady Conway. 
Ultimately, Mulgrave represents the most plausible path of  transmission: the connections 
between him, Anne Conway, and Sterling  are more than merely coincidental, and they offer 
the best explanation of  how Sterling came to own Conway’s books. The survival of  
Conway’s books is thus the result of  inheritance, chance, and war. !
V. !
	 The identification of  these books has several consequences for accounts of  Anne 
Conway’s intellectual biography. The first is an expansion and refinement of  the existing 
picture of  Conway as an erudite reader. The argument, advanced by Sarah Hutton, 
Jacqueline Broad, and others, that Conway engaged extensively with the new philosophies 
of  the seventeenth century is generally accepted, but attention has often focused on authors 
identified by name in the Principles or who feature in her correspondence—that is, on 
Descartes, Spinoza, More, Hobbes, van Helmont, and Sir John Finch.  This article 143
presents, for the first time, specific evidence that Conway owned works by authors from 
outside this group—works whose publication, in most cases, predates those discussed in the 
Principles. With the exception of  the copy of  Verstegan’s Antiquities, the books containing 
Conway’s signature have publication dates between 1640 and 1650; those with Finch’s 
signature are within a similar date range—his signature in them must predate his death in 
1658, just as Conway’s signature in the other books must postdate her marriage in 1651. 
	 These books also indicate that Conway’s collection was formed in part through 
exchange or inheritance from her uncle. Beyond her relationship with her brother John, 
which is documented extensively in her correspondence, relatively little is known about the 
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role played by the rest of  Conway’s family in her intellectual development. Sarah Hutton 
has, rightly, emphasised the close, reciprocal role played by Sir John Finch and Anne 
Conway in each other’s lives. Finch, whose philosophical education under Henry More 
preceded and probably precipitated that of  Conway, developed his own corpuscularian 
system, influenced by Hobbes, which remains unpublished.  In comparison, little evidence 144
survives of  Francis Finch the elder’s interests, although his 1649 letter to John Finch 
indicates that he had an interest “in finding out the genuin sense of  divers knotty texts of  
scriptur: which the ancients, and most interpreters seeme to shunne.”  He was also the 145
dedicatee of  David Hastiville’s manuscript treatise Thesaurus Sanitatis, implying interests in 
learned medicine.  Francis Finch is mentioned only in passing in Conway’s surviving 146
correspondence, but the association between his books and hers implies a more complex and 
significant pattern of  intellectual exchange.  147
	 The fact that all of  the books are in English is significant. It cannot be dismissed as an 
artefact of  Sterling’s acquisition choices; his collection was thoroughly multilingual, and he 
owned many books in Latin. Instead, combined with the range of  their publication dates 
and the absence in most of  them of  signs of  previous ownership, it may help to locate 
Conway’s acquisition of  most of  these books to the 1650s. This was a period when 
Conway had both serious philosophical interests and a limited linguistic range. By early 
modern standards, Conway seems to have mastered Latin relatively late; the extent of  her 
latinity in the 1650s is unclear.  The preface to the 1690 edition of  the Principles describes 148
her as “most skilled in Greek and Latin literature” (Latinae, Gracaeque literaturae peritissima),  149
but her early philosophical instruction began from a “Translation of  Des Cartes” that More 
made for her,  and in 1653 John Finch translated a “discourse which I made upon long 150
thoughts, about two moneths since” from Latin to allow her to read it.  If  her acquisition 151
of  these books dates to the 1650s, then they may shed light on Conway’s interests at a time, 
long before the composition of  the Principles in the 1670s, that, apart from the few surviving 
letters from her father-in-law and Henry More, is largely undocumented.  152
	 We cannot assume any of  these books influenced Conway’s later philosophy in a 
straightforward way: evidence of  ownership is not evidence of  influence, even in the case of   
philosophers as bookish as Conway. However, there are several ways in which the 
identification of  these books should affect our understanding of  her intellectual biography. 
First, the fact that she owned a copy of  Verstegan’s Antiquities highlights a fact evident in her 
correspondence with More and John Finch, but often neglected in accounts of  her 
philosophy that centre on the Principles—her erudition was broad in scope, apparently 
encompassing Verstegan’s historical and antiquarian scholarship as well as Descartes, 
Hobbes, and Spinoza. This breadth is evident in the letter to her father-in-law from October 
2/9 1651, discussed at the beginning of  this article, in which John Donne’s poetry and 
George Hakewill’s Apologie are more prominent than Descartes’s philosophy. At this point, 
and perhaps also later in her life, Conway’s frame of  reference was as much literary, 
scholarly and historical as metaphysical and philosophical; the Verstegan book is a valuable 
reminder of  this fact. A similar point can be made with regard to Browne’s Pseudodoxia, 
although there is also evidence that this book held particular significance within her circle. 
Pseudodoxia Epidemica was widely read and annotated in England and elsewhere from the mid 
seventeenth century onwards, by readers who drew on Browne’s idiosyncratic project in a 
variety of  ways: in this respect, Conway was in eclectic company.  One of  its early modern 153
readers, in particular, had direct connections to Conway. The kabbalist Christian Knorr van 
Rosenroth (1636-1689), the author of  Kabbala denudata (1677–8) and an acquaintance and 
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correspondent of  van Helmont and More, translated Pseudodoxia into German in 1680, in a 
volume that interspersed Browne’s text with those of  other authors, including More.   154
	 Of  the books Conway owned, perhaps the most significant were those by Wilkins, not 
least because their author had connections to two of  her associates. Wilkins knew both John 
Worthington, who Conway also knew through Henry More, and Valentine Greatrakes, the 
Irish healer who in 1666 unsuccessfully treated Conway’s chronic headaches.  Wilkins was 155
one of  the witnesses attesting to “several cures wrought by” Valentine Greatrakes in 
Greatrakes’s A Brief  Account of  Mr. Valentine Greatraks, and Divers of  the Strange Cures by him Lately 
Performed (1666), whose publication was provoked by the critical account of  Greatrakes’s visit 
to Ragley given in Henry Stubbe’s The Miraculous Conformist (1666).  In the mid-1660s, 156
Wilkins almost certainly knew Greatrakes’s best-known patient by reputation, if  not in 
person. Natalie Kaoukji notes the existence of  an “economy of  presentation copies” of  
Wilkins’s Mathematicall Magick, but the three Jesus books do not reveal if  Conway or her 
uncle participated in this web of  exchange.  However, little, if  anything, of  the content of  157
Mathematicall Magick can be connected to Conway’s Principles. Indeed, Kaoukji argues that 
there “is no suggestion in extant copies of  Mathematicall Magick that it was studied for its 
content”, an argument borne out by Conway’s unannotated copy.  158
	 The fact that Conway owned Wilkins’s Discovery has more concrete implications for 
our understanding of  her intellectual development. This is not an argument for influence in 
a direct sense: in its humanist approach, content, and style, Wilkins’s playful, popularising, 
and frequently derivative, text is worlds away from the more expansive concerns of  
Conway’s Principles. However, Conway’s ownership of  the Discovery aligns in several respects 
with what we know about her philosophical interests in the period immediately after her 
marriage in 1651.  
	 The Discovery was one of  the most widely circulated seventeenth-century 
presentations of  Copernicanism in English. The third edition, which Wilkins had 
strengthened and adapted in the face of  criticism from Alexander Ross (c. 1590-1654), 
offered a particularly clear, and accessible, statement of  Copernican arguments.  There are 159
good reasons to assume that such a statement would have interested Conway, especially in 
the early 1650s. The vortex theory developed in Descartes’s Principles advanced a form of  
heliocentrism; engaging with Copernican arguments was thus in many respects a 
consequence of  engaging with Cartesian natural philosophy. More’s own Philosophical Poems, 
and in particular the explanatory notes to the 1647 edition, also discuss “Copernicus his 
Hypothesis” in some detail.   160
	 The preface printed in Ward’s 1710 Life of  More, which was written after Conway’s 
death in 1679, notes that “She understood perfectly, not only the true System of  the World, 
call it Copernican or Pythagorick as you will, with all the Demonstrative Arguments 
thereof,” although it does not date this understanding.  In the early 1650s—that is, at the 161
time when her Cartesian philosophical education with More began—Conway seems to have 
engaged closely with Copernican arguments. Two letters from her father-in-law in July 1651, 
to which Conway’s replies do not survive, imply that the second Viscount and his daughter-
in-law stood on opposing sides of  a debate over the value of  Copernicus.  Although the 162
second Viscount allowed that “Copernicus is very ingenious and an excellent man,” he 
clearly disapproved of  the theological and philosophical implications of  heliocentrism, 
arguing that  !
for the Earth a heavy dull grosse body to move and the heaven and Starres who are 
light to stand still is as if  a Prince should upon a festivall day appoint all the old and 
"16
fat men and woemen to dance and all the yonge men and woemen of  sixteen and 
twenty to sit still  163!
Copernicus also featured in Anne Conway’s correspondence with John Finch in the early 
1650s. In 1653, Finch reported working on a philosophical manuscript that encompassed 
“Copernicus his Systeme of  the World and the Cause of  the Flux and Reflux of  the Sea, 
with a confutation of  Aristotle Fromondus Des Cartes and Galileo on that subiect.”  164
Writing to Anne from Lyons on April 2/12 1652, John Finch noted that he “will send you 
Copernicus his Systeme of  the world, but that yt will not the half  be worth the Price of  the 
Paper it will take up.”  In August 1652, and again in April 1653, he promised to send his 165
sister “Copernicus his Systeme of  the World.”  It is unclear whether the promised 166
manuscript ever arrived. 
	 Henry More recalled Conway’s Copernican interests over twenty years later. In April 
1674, More hoped that she could !
recall to minde the acquaintance you had with Copernicus his Hypothesis, the 
motion of  the Earth, that you might examine Mr Edward Rawdon in it when he 
wayts on your Ladiship. I used that as an argument to him to be well skill'd in the 
Hypothesis.  167!
Rawdon was Conway’s nephew, and a Fellow-Commoner at Christ’s from 1672 to 1675, 
where More set him to read Descartes’s Principia, Dioptriques and Méteores; at the time of  
writing, Hutton argues, he was following a version of  the course More set Conway in the 
1650s.  One interpretation of  More’s letter is therefore that Conway’s “acquaintance” with 168
Copernicus dated from her time studying with him, even that that they discussed the 
Copernican hypothesis as part of  that course. If  Conway was not yet able to read 
philosophy in Latin, but was engaging with Copernican arguments, then Wilkins’s 
vernacular, popularising Discovery was another plausible text for her to turn to. Vernacular 
philosophy texts, including More’s Philosophical Poems, were commonly read by women at this 
time.  For Conway to have approached Copernican arguments through other texts was far 169
from unusual; when the Philosophical Poems were published, it seems that More himself  had 
not read Copernicus, engaging instead with the 1635 Latin translation of  Galileo’s 
Dialogue.  170
	 More’s letter of  April 1674, asking Conway to “recall to minde” her acquaintance 
with Copernicus implies that, around the time of  the composition of  the Principles, it was not 
central to her thinking. This is borne out by the text of  the Principles; Conway’s philosophy is 
in many respects an attempt to deal with the metaphysical, moral, and soteriological 
consequences of  a Copernican universe, but it does not engage with the Copernican 
hypothesis in any detail. The most significant part of  this fresh evidence of  Conway’s 
Copernican moment in the 1650s may in fact be what it reveals about her reading and 
interests at the beginning of  her philosophical career. Accounts of  Conway’s early 
intellectual development usually emphasise the role played by her correspondence with 
More and by her reading of  the Cartesian texts he set. Her ownership of  the Wilkins books 
may therefore be evidence of  the extent to which her philosophical education was framed 
not just by formative epistolary exchange with More but through independent reading of  
vernacular texts such as the Discovery. 
	 The material evidence of  the four books in Jesus College Old Library points to 
another theme with significance both for studies of  Conway’s thought and its reception, and 
"17
for the broader histories of  female readership and book ownership. If  Francis Sterling, who 
was a more than usually well-informed reader of  More and other Cambridge Platonists in 
Conway’s circle, noticed her signature, he left no record of  it. Later on, her signature in 
three of  these books was overwritten, remaining unrecognised for nearly three centuries: her 
uncle’s inscription was left untouched. In this respect, these signatures parallel the immediate 
fortunes of  Conway’s philosophy, which, although now the subject of  extensive scholarly 
attention, had become largely neglected by the mid eighteenth century. Studies of  female 
philosophers like Conway are sometimes understood as a project of  recovering neglected 
arguments; but this philosophical project also needs to consider—as histories of  readership 
and book ownership have long done— the literal and material traces of  that neglect. !
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